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ABSTRACT 
For arbitrary parabolically semihyperbolic generalized polynomial-like maps f, we prove that on a 
certain interval, which contains the interval (0, HD(J(f))), th e p ressure function t H P(-tlog if’l) 
is real-analytic. Our results generalize the work of Makarov and Smirnov in [3] and [7]. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
In this paper we consider parabolically semihyperbolic generalized poly- 
nomial-like maps f. We show that on a certain interval which contains the in- 
terval (0, HD(J(f)), th e associated topological pressure P(-tlog if’l) is real- 
analytic as a function in t. Here, HD(J(S)) refers to the Hausdorff dimension of 
the corresponding Julia set J(f). Roughly speaking, we obtain these results by 
showing how to associate tof some finitely primitive conformal graph directed 
Markov system. This then allows to use a result of [5], which states that for this 
type of Markov system the pressure function is real-analytic in the relevant 
range. We remark that our paper extends results by Makarov and Smirnov ob- 
tained in [3] [7]. Also, note that our method of associating tof a graph directed 
Markov system is completely different from the method used in [3] and [7]. That 
is, we do not have to use the construction of Hofbauer towers, nor do we have 
to introduce a ‘new Riemann metric’ in order to force some proper expansion. 
Before we state our main result more precisely, we introduce some pre- 
liminary concepts and notation. Let U c C be an open Jordan domain with 
smooth boundary, and let l4 := lJiEr Ui be a finite union of Jordan domains 
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which are fully contained in U and which have pairwise disjoint closures. A 
generalized polynomial-like mapping (abbreviated as GPL-map) is a map 
which has a holomorphic extension to an open neighbourhood of U such that 
for each i E I the restriction of this extension to Ui is a surjective branched 
covering map. 
The set of parabolic periodic points off is defined by 
n := {w E u : p(W) = w and (fq)‘(~) = 1 for some 4 > I}. 
Without loss of generality, we shall assume that all parabolic periodic points of 
f are in fact fixed points off, and thatf’(W) = 1 for each w E 62 (this is of course 
achieved by taking a suitable iterate off, which does not affect our analysis 
here, since P( --t log If’l) = iP( --t log 1 (f”)‘l), for each n E N). 
Also, we define 
Crit(f) := {c :f’(c) = 0} and Crit(J(f)) := J(f) n Crit(f). 
It will be convenient to split up the index set I in the following way. 
0 Io:={iEI:lp-lu,>, f”(Crit(f)) = S} (‘post-critical free’), 
l I, := {i E I : fi n a & 0) (‘parabolic’), 
0 1, := {i E I : Ui fY Crit(f) # 0} (‘critical’), 
l 1, := I \ (IO U Ip) (‘regular’). 
Furthermore, we define 
24, I= U Ui, Up := U Ui, UC := U Ui, L/r := U Vi. 
i E IO i E Ip i E I, i E II 
Definition. A GPL-mapf is called parabolically semihyperbolic if and only if 
the following conditions are satisfied. 
(a) 4 c L (b) U, U U, c U, (c) U~(Crit(f)) c U,. 
F-l>1 
Note that in this definition we do not rule out the possibility that Q = 0. That is, 
we let the class of semihyperbolic GPL-maps be contained in the class of 
parabolically semihyperbolic GPL-maps. Also, recall that a GPL-map f is 
called non-recurrent if for each c E Crit(J(f)) we have that Ui n {f”(c) : IZ > l} 
= 0, where i E 1 is uniquely determined by the fact that c E Ui. Hence, by (a) in 
the definition above, a parabolically semihyperbolic GPL-map is always non- 
recurrent. In fact even more can be said, namely that such a GPL-map is 
parabolically subhyperbolic and critically tame (see [S] for the definitions). 
Furthermore, we remark that for a parabolically semihyperbolic GPL-map the 
sets I,, I, and I, are always pairwise disjoint. 
Throughout, we shall assume that if i E Ip, then the map f : Ui --f U is a 
conformal homeomorphism. It then follows from Schwarz’s lemma that Q n Ui 
is a singleton, denoted by wi, and that wi is contained in the boundary of Ui. 
Also, letJ;:-l : g + a refer to the inverse branch off for which x.-‘(wi) = wi. 
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By the Denjoy-Wolf theorem, it follows that A:-“(z) converges to wi uniformly, 
for z E U. SinceJ;.-’ has an analytic extension to an open neighbourhood of wi 
and since (J1:-‘)‘(wj) = 1, there exists a Taylor expansion of this extension, 
which for z close to wi, and for some fixed ai f 0 and pi E IY, has the form 
Using this, we obtain that for each compact set F c U there exists a constant 
C, 2 1 such that for every n 2 1 and for all z E F we have that (see e.g [l]) 
Furthermore, the following ‘critical parameters’ will be crucial in our analysis. 
Recall that for c E Crit(J(f)), the order q(c) of c is determined by the local 
behaviour off around c. That is, for z sufficiently close to c we have for f the 
Taylor expansion 
f(z) =f(c)+bo(z-c) 4(c) i.... WC) 
These ‘critical parameters’ are the following. 
x0 : = inf li;+s;pilog I(fn)‘(z)I : z E Q U ti(Crit(f))}, 
{ 
x(c) : = lifyi;f~log~~~{ IU”k)‘(fn(c))I}, - 
xq : = min x(c) q0 : c E Crit(f) and x := min{x4, x0} 
For an introduction and discussion of the topological pressure function P for 
GPL-maps the reader is referred to Section 2. We can now state the main re- 
sults of this paper as follows. 
Theorem 1.1. Letf be aparabolically semihyperbolic GPL-map. For each positive 
t for which P(t) > -xt we have that the topological pressure function P is real- 
analytic. 
Note that if f has parabolic elements, then ~0 = x = 0, and P(t) = 0 for all 
t 2 HD(J(f)) ( see section 2). Hence, in this case the theorem exactly states that 
P is real-analytic in the interval (0, HD(J(f))). However, iff has no parabolic 
elements, then the parameters t satisfying the assumptions of the theorem may 
also be larger than HD(J(f)). Th ere ore, f we have the following immediate 
corollary. 
Corollary 1.2. For a parabolically semihyperbolic GPL-map f, the associated to- 
pologicalpressurefunction is real-analytic in the interval (0, HD(J(f))). 
We remark that these results generalize the results in [3] and [7] mainly in two 
ways. First, our results do not require that there is exactly only one critical 
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point contained in the Julia set. Secondly, we also allow the presence of para- 
bolic periodic points. Another important difference in comparision with 131 and 
[7] is that we use a completely different method, which is based primarily on the 
progress on graph directed Markov systems obtained in [2], [5] and [9]. 
Acknowledgement: We should like to thank the Mathematics Department at 
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2. REVIEW OF TOPOLOGICAL PRESSURE AND CONFORMAL GIBBS STATES 
Let us first recall the classical definition of pressure, and formulate the varia- 
tional principle. Let T : X + X be a continuous map of a compact metric space 
(X, d) into itself. For x,y E X and y1 > 0, the metric d, is defined by 
d,(x,y) := max{d(T’(x), T”(y)) : 0 < i 5 n - 1). 
For E > 0, a set F c X is called (n, e)-separated if it is separated with respect to 
the metric d,, that is if d,(x, y) 2 e for all distinct x,y E F. With (FE(~)),EN de- 
noting a sequence of maximal (in the sense of inclusion) (n, e)-separated sets, 
the topological pressure of the continuous potential function $ : X --) R is de- 
fined by 
P(T, $) := ~imOli~+s~p~log 
n-1 
c ew c 4 0 T’(x) 
XE&(E) j=O 
Note that the notion of topological pressure belongs to topological dynamics, 
whereas measure theoretical entropy h,(T) represents an important concept in 
ergodic theory. The link between these two notions is given by the following so 
called variational principle 
VT> 4) = sum@, + 
s 
4 &I> 
where the supremum is taken with respect to all T-invariant (ergodic) Bore1 
probability measures p supported on X. 
In the more general case of a GPL-mapf, if there are critical points in the Julia 
set, then for t 2 0, the potential -t log If ’ is neither continuous nor bounded. 1 
Hence, a priori it is not clear how to adapt the above definition of pressure to 
this more general situation. However, for arbitrary rational maps F. Przytycki 
suggested in [6] several ways to extend the concept of topological pressure as- 
sociated with the potential -tlog If’/. We now recall these suggestions in the 
setting of a GPL-mapf, and for t > 0. 
(1) Variationalpressure. 
b(t) := sup{&(f) - t/log IfId& 
where the supremum is taken with respect to all ergodicf-invariant measures 
supported on J(f). 
(2) Hyperbolic variationalpressure. 
PHV(t) := sup@,(f) - t [log if’kbh 
where the supremum is taken with respect to all ergodicf-invariant measures 
supported on J(f) such that the Lyapunov exponent is positive, i.e. such that 
J-log VI& > 0. 
(3) Hyperbolic pressure. 
PH(t) := s”p{P(f~,, -tlog if’h 
where the supremum is taken with respect to allf-invariant hyperbolic subsets 
X of J(f) such that some iterate offl, is topologically conjugate to a subshift 
of finite type. (Recall that a forward invariant compact set X c J(f) is called 
hyperbolic if there exists n 2 1 such that I(f”)‘(x)I > 1, for each x E A’). 
(4) D U-pressure. 
PDU(t) := sup{P(fl,(,)> -tlog If’lh 
where the supremum is taken with respect to all open subsets V of J(f) for 
which J(f) n Crit(f) c V, and where K(V) := J(f) \ U,>&“(V). Note that 
K(V) is compact,f-invariant and disjoint from Crit(f). 
(5) Conformal pressure. 
PC(t) := logA( 
where A(t) is defined as the infimum of the set of all positive X for which there 
exists a Bore1 probability measure m with the property d(m of)/dm = Aif’l’. 
(6) Point pressure. 
P=(t) := limsupllog C I(f”)‘(x)l-’ 
n-w n x Ef-“(2) 
for z E G, where G c c \ lJn20fn(Crit(f)) has the property that HD((C \ G) 
= 0 and that PZ(t) = PW(t) for all z; w E G. Note that the existence of such a set 
G has been obtained in [6]. 
Since, as we already mentioned, a parabolically semihyperbolic GPL-map is 
in particular non-recurrent, the following theorem can clearly be applied to the 
situation of a parabolically semihyperbolic GPL-map. For the proof of this 
theorem we refer to the proof of Theorem 2.6 in [8] (cf. also [6]). 
Theorem 2.1. For a non-recurrent map f andfor each t 2 0, all types ofpressure 
functions de$ned in (l)-(6) above coincide. Their common value will be denoted 
by P(t). Furthermore, the following holds. 
(a) ZfO 5 t < HD(J(f)), then P(t) > 0. 
(b) rffi = 0, then P(t) < Ofor all t > HD(J(f)). 
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(c) If0 # 0, then P(t) = Ofor all t 2 HD(J(f)). 
Finally, we collect a few facts concerning conformal Gibbs states which will be 
relevant throughout. For the proofs of these facts we refer to [S] where they 
were in fact proven for non-recurrent rational functions. We remark that it is 
straight forward to adapt these proofs to the setting of a non-recurrent GPL- 
map. 
Recall that for a given t 2 0 a Bore1 probability measure m, supported on 




In view of the definition of conformal pressure, it follows from Theorem 2.1 
that for a non-recurrent GPL-map and for each t 2 0 there exists a t-con- 
formal Gibbs state m,. Now, the following result is an immediate conse- 
quence of the definition of a t-conformal Gibbs state and the fact that 
mt(U~JYCWf))) = 0. 
Proposition 2.2, If f is a non-recurrent GPL-map f and P(t) > -xot, then we 
have that mt(Unrlfn(Crit(f))) = 0. (IV’ e remark that this conclusion can hence 
be drawn in particular for t E (0, HD(J(f)))). 
Furthermore, we have the following important result, which guarantees that 
even in the parabolic situation there exists a finite invariant measure equivalent 
to a conformal Gibbs state. 
Theorem 2.3. ([8]) Let mt be a t-conformal Gibbs state for a non-recurrent GPL- 
map f such that mt(lJ,, #(Crit(f))) = 0. Th en up to a multiplicative constant 
there exists a uniquef -invariant, a-jinite measure pt which is conservative, ergodic 
and equivalent to m,. Moreover, if t E [0, HD(J(f)))) then pt is a$nite measure 
(which hence can always be assumed to be a probability measure). 
3. CONFORMAL GRAPH DIRECTED MARKOV SYSTEM AND GPL-MAPS 
Before we state the main result of this section, we first recall the definition of a 
conformal graph directed Markov system, abbreviated as CGDM-system. 
Recall from [5] that the combinatorical spine of a graph directed Markov 
system is represented by a directed multigraph (V, E, i, t, A), consisting of a 
finite set V of vertices, a countable set E of directed edges, two functions 
i, t : E + V’, and a transition matrix A : E x E --+ (0, 1). Here, i(e) refers to the 
initial vertex and t(e) to the terminal vertex of an edge e E E. In our special 
context here, the matrix A = (AU,,) has the property that A,, = 1 if and only if 
t(u) = i(v). We then define the corresponding symbolic space as follows. 
E := {(el,ez,. . .) E E” : Aeiei+, = 1 for all i 2 1 }. 
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Additionally, assume that we are given a set {X,, : v E I’} of non-empty com- 
pact connected subsets X, of C, and a set @ = {& : X,(,) --+ Xi(e)}eEE of uni- 
valent contractions, all with some fixed Lipschitz constant 0 < s < 1, which 
have respective conformal extensions from an open connected neighbourhood 
IV,(,) of X+) to an open connected neighbourhood W’++ of X++ If @ satisfies 
additionally the ‘open set condition’ and the ‘cone condition’ (see [5], section 
4.2), then di is called a CGDM-system. The limit set JQ of @ is then defined as 
follows. For an arbitrary r = (q, 77, . . .) E E and y1 2 1, let 
Since @ consists of s-Lipschitz contractions, the intersection n,, i q&lx (X+,) 
is a singleton, which we denote by K(T). In this way we obtain a map 
7r:&+lJVEVXv,andwelet 
Jm := T(E). 
The following proposition will turn out to be crucial in our analysis of the 
analytic properties of the pressure function. Note that in the proof of this pro- 
position we introduce some notation which will also be used in the following 
section. Also, in here ‘finitely primitive of order 2’ refers to that for each pair 
u, v E I$ there exist a, b E Ef such that i(a) = u, t(b) = v and Aa,b = 1 (cf. [5]). 
Proposition 3.1. For a parabolically semihyperbolic GPL-map f there exists a 
CGDM-system @f which is finitely primitive of order 2, such that JQ~ c J(f) and 
Jq n uo = J(f) n M, \ u f-“(0 U f-) f-k(K)). 
It>0 k>O 
Proof. For the proof it is sufficient to show how to associate to f a CGDM- 
system. For this we define U(,,J :=f,-‘(Vi), for each (i,j) E (Ij, x Iy) U 
(I, x II, \ {diag.}). H ere {diag.} denotes the diagonal in Ip x I& and 
4-l : U -+ Uj refers the inverse of the mapfl q. Using condition (c) in the deti- 
nition of a parabolically semihyperbolic GPL-map, it follows that 
(3.1) U(J n U f”(Crit(f)) = 0. 
n>l 
Let Vf := I, U (Zp x IT) U (Zp x Ip \ {diag.}) be the set of vertices. The con- 
formal univalent contractions of our system are given as follows. By (3.1) and 
the definition of the set I,, we have that for each v E Vf the holomorphic inverse 
branches of any iterate off are well-defined on U,. Hence, for v E Vf and n 2 1 
we consider all holomorphic inverse branches f*-" : U, + U off” for which 
f*-"( U,,) c U, for some w E Vf, and for which fk( f*-"( U,,)) n (U,, v Us) = 0 
for all 1 5 k < n. In this situation we write q& : Utce) ---f Uice, instead of 
f*-" : U, -+ U,, where t(e) = v and i(e) = w. Also, we define N(e) := n. Now, let 
where Ef is some countable auxiliary set parametrizing the family @f Note 
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that the set Vf of vertices is finite, whereas in general the set Ef of edges 
is infinite. We denote by Ef the corresponding symbolic space. Since q n 
U,21P(Crit(f)) = 0, t f 11 i o ows that for each v E Vf there exists an open con- 
nected simply connected set c c WV c U such that if e E Ey and t(e) = v, then 
q& has a univalent holomorphic extension to WV and &( WV) c Uice, (for later 
use, we also introduce accordingly W and W, := lJiE1, Wi). Since for each 
i E IP we have that Un>s f-“(J(f) n Ui) = {wi}, we immediately obtain from 
the construction of @f that 
JGf n U. = J(f) n U. \ u f-W U n m)). 
?I>0 k>O 
We remark that the cone condition is satisfied, since for each v E V the 
boundaries of the disc U, is smooth. Also, the open set condition follows im- 
mediately from the construction of Qj-, noting that the elements of @f are in- 
verse branches of forward iterates off. Finally, since for each pair u, v E V 
there exist a, b E Ef such that i(b) E I, and such that i(a) = U, t(b) = v and 
Aa,b = 1, it follows that the system $- is finitely primitive of order 2. 0 
4. REAL ANALYTICITY OF THE TOPOLOGICAL PRESSURE 
In this section we give the proof of our main result in this paper. From now on 
we shall always assume thatf is a parabolically semihyperbolic GPL-map. 
Lemma 4.1. For eachpositive tfor which P(t) > -xot, there exists 0 < p < 1 such 
that for all n > 1 we have 
m, fi f-‘(Lfr) <<p”. 
( ) j=O 
Proof. Fix q > 1, and consider the set 
ujq) := u, nf-l(U,) n . . . nf-q(Ur). 
Since the map f : Uj + U is univalent for each j E I,, it follows by induction 
that there exist finitely many, say k,, holomorphic inverse branches of fq, de- 
noted by flmq : U -+ U,, . . fpq : U + M,, such that .) k, 
(4.1) @J’ = a&-“@/). 
j=l 
Hence, for any arbitrary set A c Ur it follows that 
(4.2) 24:) nf-q(A) = ah-“(A), 
j=l 
and by conformality of m, we have for each j E { 1,2, . . . , kq} that 
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(4.3) 
mt(qq(A)) 5 mt(&-P(t)q fp-q)‘(z)ljf 
< m,(A)e8’)q suPw-q)‘(Zw> ZEU, 
as well as 
(4.4) m,(&-q(w)) 2 ml(U,)e-P(“)qjg {I(.y)‘(z)l>“. r 
Now, on U, we can apply Koebe’s distortion theorem, that is there exists a 
constant K 2 1 such that 
s~P{I(~-qYM) I qg {l(fj-q)‘(41h ZELl, r 
Therefore, (4.3) and (4.4) imply that 
Combining this estimate with (4.1) and (4.2), it follows that 
(4.5) m,(u~) n f-q(A)) 5 --&(gqmt(A). t r 
Let U$W) := nj >s f-j(&) = nqk t Z&), and observe thatf-’ (Z4:“)) 1 U!-). By 
ergodicity of ht, we hence have that ,u,(U~~)) E {0, 1). Now, since &!4,) > 0, 
and since U, c U \ U,, we have &&) < 1, which then implies that &.4~) 
= 0. Since {Up)},“=, is a descending sequence of sets, we conclude that 
lim,, co pt(Z4!4)) = 0, and hence that lim,, co m,(U!“)) = 0. Therefore, we can 
choose 4 > 1 sufficiently large such that Kfmt(U~))/mt(U,) 5 l/2. Inserting 
this observation into (4.5), we obtain that for any arbitrary A c L4, we have that 
(4.6) mt(Uj4) n f-“(A)) < ; m&4). 
In order to finish the proof, we use (4.6) and observe that for every k > 1 we 
have that 
By way of induction, this gives that 
which also holds for k = 0. Now let n 2 1 be given, and write n = qk + Y, for 
0 < r < q and k 2 0. It follows that 
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As an immediate consequence we derive the following corollary, which shows 
that for certain values of t the sets J(f) and Ja, coincide m,-almost everywhere 
on U,. 
Corollary 4.2. For each positive t for which P(t) > -xot, we have that 
mt(Jm/- n uo) = m&G) > 0. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.1 we have JG~ n U, = J(f) nU, \ U,20f-“(Q U 
flk~of-kw>). S’ mce P(t) > -xot, Proposition 2.2 implies that mt has no 
atoms. Finally, by Lemma 4.1 we have that mt(~k~of-k(U,)) = 0. Combining 
these three observations, the statement of the corollary follows. 0 
Lemma 4.3. For each c E Crit(J(f)) we have x(c) > 0. 
Proof. For every 4 2 1, let fIdq,. . . ,fki4 be the holomorphic inverse branches 
which we already considered at the beginning of the proof of Lemma 4.1. By 
Vitali’s theorem, the family {AM4 : q > 1, 1 < i < kq} is normal, and since 
J(f) c u, this implies that each point of accumulation of this family is a 
function equal to some constant. Hence, each point of accumulation of the 
family of derivatives of these functions is the constant function equal to zero. 
Thus, there exists q > 1 such that I(J;:-q)‘(z)I 5 l/2, for all 1 < i L: kq, z E U,. 
Also note that, since U kZ ,fk(Crit(j”)) c U,, we have for each pair IZ, I 2 1 that 
there existsj 6 {1,2,. . ,kl} such that&-‘(fnt’(c)) =f”(c). Now, let I > 1 be 
fixed such that I= sq + r, for 0 5 r < q and s > 0. For each n > 1 we then have 
by the chain rule 
I(f’)‘(fyc))l > 2%, > 2!-‘M, = (2/“)‘Mq/2, 
where we have set Mq := minolj< ,{inf{ I(fj)‘(z)I : z E 24,.}}, which is strictly 
positive due to the fact that Crit(f) n z = 0. Hence, it follows that 
infjk ~{l(f’)‘(.P(c))l} 2 (21jq)‘Mq/2 f or every I 2 1, which implies that 
x(c) 2 owq/q > 0. 0 
Lemma 4.4. For each positive tfor which P(t) > -xqt, there exists 1 > 1 such that 
for each Bore1 set A c U we have 
mt(f-‘(A)) +C (m&f))“‘. 
Proof. Using the t-conformality of mt, it follows that the assertion holds for all 
Bore1 sets A c U such that A n IJ cECrit(J(f)) Nf(c), 6) = 0, for SOme fixed PO- 
sitive 6. Hence, from now on let a Bore1 set A c B(f(c), 6) be fixed, for some 
c E Crit(J(f)), with mt(A) > 0 and where 6 < dist(U,,dU)/2 is chosen suffi- 
ciently small (which will be specified during the proof). Let f,-‘(A) be the in- 
tersection off-‘(A) with the component off-‘(B(f(c), 6)) which contains c. 
Also, for n > 1 we define 
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b(c) := IKf”)‘(f(4)ll 
and let A(w, r, R) := {z E @ : r 5 Iz - WI < R} denote the annulus centred at 
w E C of inner radius Y and outer radius R. 
The structure of the proof is as follows. We show that for each pair s, k > 1 
we have that 
(i) m,(B(c, (SX3k(c)-1)1’q(C))) < X,k(~)-~‘~(~)e-~(~)“. 
For this we slice B(f(c), 6) into annuli and define the ‘stopping time’ 
u := sup{n > 0 : m,(A n A(f(c), sx,,(c)-l, 6)) 5 ASn(c)-tf?-P(t)Sn}. 
We show that u is a finite number, and by combining this with the estimate in (i), 
we obtain 
(ii) m,(fCel (A)) < X,,(c)-“q(c)e-P(f)su. 
Finally, we prove the following two facts, which then finishes the proof of the 
proposition. 
(iii) X,,(c)-t’q(c)e-P(t)su 5 (X,,(c)-te- P(t)su “I, for some 1 > 0 and for s suffi- )
ciently large. 
(iv) Xsu(c)-‘e-P(t)su < mt(A n A(f(c), SX,(,+~)(C)-~, 6)) (5 MZ~(A)). 
For (i), first note that by Koebe’s distortion theorem we have for all n > 1 that 
mf(B(f(c), SX,(C)~~)) x Xn(c)-te-P(f)n. 
Using this observation and the fact that I(fCP’)‘(z)\ x /z -f(c) I-(l -1’q(c)) for 
z #f(c) close to f(c) (where f,-’ refers to an inverse branch off defined on 
some neighbourhood of z which maps z close to c), it follows for each pair 
s,k> 1 that 
mt (tl(c, (sh,k(c)-‘)i’q(L))) 
x 2 x,(c) (1-h) fe-P@l 
j=k 
ml(A( f(c)~SX~(j+l~(~)~‘~~~~jj~)~l)) 
5 e-‘@) 2 &j(C) (l-‘) ‘WZf (B( f(C), GX,j(C)-‘)) 
j=k 
Hence, we are left with to show that the sum in the latter expression is bounded 
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from above. For this recall that, since x(c) > -q(c)P(t)/t, there exists n > 0 
and some s depending on c, such that !log I(f”)‘(f”(c))l > -q(c)P(t)/t + K. for 
all for all v > s, y1 2 1. Thus, for everyj > k + 1 we have that 
j-l 
= C l”g&(i+l)(C) -lOl3~si(C> = 
i=k 
= 2 log I(f”)‘(f”‘(c))l 2 ( -q(yP(f) + K) s(j - k). 
i=k 
It follows that 
-P(W - k) < e-(-q(c)P(t) + tK)dj - k)/q(c)e-P(t)s(j - k) 
= exp -zti-k)), 
which completes the proof of the statement in (i) above. 
Since lim, + w m,(A 0 A(f(c), S&,(c)-‘, 6) = m,(A) > 0, in order to see that 
the ‘stopping time’ u is finite it is sufficient to show that 
lim ,&n(c)-te-P(t)sn = 0. 
n+cc 
If P(t) 2 0, then this is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.3. 
If P(t) < 0, then Q(C) > -q(c)P(t) implies that t log 1 (f”)‘(f(c)) 1 > 
-vq(c)P(t), for each v sufficiently large. This gives that X,(C)-‘~-~(~)~ < 
eP(r)v(q(c)-l), and since q(c) > 2, the result follows. 
For (ii), we combine (i) and the finiteness of u and obtain 
= m (h-1 (B n Nt-(c), w)-‘))) + m, p c-7 A(f(c), 6x,u(c)-‘) > 6) 
Imt(~-l(B(f(c),6X,,(c)-l))) +m,(AnA(f(c),SX,,(c)-‘),E) 
,:m,(~)+(~~~~(c)-1)($i-1)‘m,(AnI(/(c),bh,(c)-1,6)) 
I K&(c) -Mc)e-P(tbu + (na&f1) 35-l ze-P”‘““~,,(c)-’ ( > 
x X,,(c)-t/4(c)e-P(‘)sU 
> 
where we have set KC := (1 + Cj?Ek+ i exp(--tK.s(j - k)/q(c))). 
For (iii), recall that blog I(f”)‘(f(c))l > -q(c)P(t)/t + K for all for all v 2 s. 
Hence, by choosing I(c) sufficiently large such that y;. > P(t)q(c)(l - q(c))/ 
(t(Z(c) - q(c)), it follows that 
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(Z(c) - q(c)) logJx;,@) > ( -qccjp(t) + K) (Z(c) - q(c)) 
2 f@y (1 - Z(c)). 






By defining I := max{Z(c) : c E Crit(J(f))}, the statement in (iii) follows. 
Finally for (iv), the finiteness of u gives 
mt A n A ( ( f(c), &(u+ 1) (c)-‘l 6)) > A,(,+ 1) (C)-te-p(t)J(u+‘) 
2 e-wJ( If’1 I~stXsU(C)-te-P(t)su, 
which completes the proof of the proposition. 0 
We now pass to the CGDM-system @f associated with the GPL-mapf. For this 
the reader is asked to recall the construction and notation given in Section 3. 
For each t > 0,s E R and e E Ef we define the potential g$ : IV+, 4 R for 
x E K(e) by 
gje,)(x) := tlog \~L(x)I - sN(e). 
We shall now see that for suitably chosen s and t the family Gt,X : 
= {gf,’ : e E Ef} is a summable Holder family of functions, where Holder refers 
to the fact that for some y > 0 we have (cf. [2], [5]) 
Lemma 4.5. For eachpositive usuch that P(u) > -xu, there exists 6 > Osuch that 
Gt,S is a summable Hiilder family of functions, fov each t E (u - 6, u + 6) and 
s > P(u) - 6. 
Proof. Using Koebe’s distortion theorem, it is straight forward to see that Gt,, 
is a Holder family of functions, for each t > 0 and s E R (see [5] paragraph 4.2, 
Lemma 2.2). In order to prove that G,,$ is summable, put Z(“) := {e E Ef : N(e) 
= n} and define 
R, := U &( U,,,,) for n > 1. 
e E z(n) 
We first observe that if there are no parabolic elements then we have for IZ > 1 
that R, cf-1 (ny:if-~(mr)) (f or n = 1, we have RI c U,), and hence 
Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.4 imply 
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If there are parabolic points then ~0 = 0, and consequently the condition 
P(M) > -xu implies that P(u) > 0. For e E Z(“) we have that there exists 
1 2 k < n such thatfi( Vj(,)) c U, for all k Ij < y1 and such that fi( Uice)) C Vi 
for all 1 < j < k and for some i E I,. Using Lemma 4.1, Lemma 4.4 and (LBP), 
we obtain in this situation, with some fixed ,D such that max{e-P(u), p} < p < 1, 
111 
m,(R,) << (mu(f(Rn)))“‘<< 2 eekPcu) c k-P*%z, 
k=l iE Ip 
< ,-kW,y-k ( card(&)) “l< ,@‘. 
Combining this estimate and (4.7), we conclude that no matter if there are 
parabolic points or not, there exists a > 0 such that for all 12 > 1 we have 
(4.8) m,(R,,) < eean. 
Using the definition of the measure m, along with Koebe’s distortion theorem, 
we now immediately have for all y1 > 1 that 
C sup (j(f”)‘(z)j-“)e-P(“)” (< eptin. 
e E z(n) z E Q(e) 
Observe that the family {#Q : IVt(=) + Ui(e)},EEf is normal, and hence all its 
limit functions are constant. This implies that 
Therefore, for fixed u > 0 there exists 0 < S < min{u, 4, $1 log A, I-‘, f 1 log AZ/-~}, 
where we have put A, := supe EEf supzE u.( - [j”‘(z) 1. With this choice of S we obtain 
for each t E (u - S, u + 6) and s > P(u) -I$ that 
c sup (I(fn)‘(z)]-‘)e? 5 c sup (](fn)‘(~)l-u) e-P(u)neGn max{Af, A;“} 
e E Z(“) = E Q?) e E Z(“) z E G(e) 
<< e -cmec$le~n = e-p, q 
For the following lemma recall that the topological pressure P associated with 
the family G,,+ is given by (cf. [2], [5]) 
P(t,s) := Jimimilog C sup exp .$‘(z) + , 
(4 = E %“) (TI,..+-AEE~ 
wherewehaveset~~~:={(~~,...,~~)t~~:A~~+,=lforallj=l,2,...,n-l}. 
Also, associated with G,,S there exists a unique G,,$-conformal probability 
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measure m,,S supported on JQ/. That is, for each n > 1 and Q- = (~1, . . . , r*) E EF’ 
we have for every Bore1 set A c U,(,) that 
Lemma 4.6. For each positive t for which P(t) > -xt, we have p(t, P(t)) = 0. 
Furthermore, for every n > 1 andfor each T = (q, . . . ,T~) E EF’ we have that 
%,P(&w&JH = ~tM~~(,))), 
with comparability constants not depending on n and r. 
Proof. By conformality of m, and m,,+ we have for each n > 1 that 
mt(47(ut(Tn))) = JuccTnl I~:(z)I'e~P"'C,"=lN'~'dm,(z) 
= 114~11’~- PC*) c;=, N(T) mt(Ut(Tn)) 
x ,~W~W)) I I(#)’ /I* - 7 e PC*) c;= i WJe-nqt,p(t)) 
=: enP(t~P(t))mt,P(t) (44 u (Tn)>). 
Therefore, if on the one hand P(t, P(t)) > 0 then mt,p(t) (Jdf) = 0, which con- 
tradicts mt,pct,(J,+) = 1. On the other hand, if P(t, P(t)) < 0 then we obtain 
m,(Jof) = 0, which is also a contradiction. Thus, it follows that P(t, P(t)) = 0, 
which gives the lemma. q 
Proof of theTheorem 1.1. Using Lemma 4.5 and applying Theorem 2.6.12 of [5] 
(or alternatively [2] Theorem 6.4), we have for each positive u with P(u) > -xu 
that there exists S > 0 such that P is real-analytic on (u - S, u + S) x (P(u) 
- S, P(u) + 6) in both variables t and S. In order to prove that P is real-analytic 
on (u - S, u + S), we employ the implicit function theorem, showing that P 
is the unique real-analytic function which satisfies P(t, P(t)) = 0 for all 
t E (u - 6, u + S). For this it is now sufficient to verify that for all 
t E (u - 6; u + 6) we have 
(4.9) 
dP(t, s> 
ds I (&P(q) 
exists and is strictly negative. 
Denote the measure ~n,,~(~) by vt. Proposition 3.1, Lemma 4.5 and Lemma 4.6 
guarantee that Theorem 3.7 of [5] is applicable. This gives that the measure vt 
has a lift fit to the symbolic space &f, and that there exists a measure ,!I* in the 
measure class of et which is invariant under the shift map on the space Ef-, and 
whose Radon-Nikodym derivative with respect to Vt is bounded away from zero 
and infinity. We can now apply Proposition 2.6.13 of [5] (or alternatively [2] 
Proposition 6.5), which gives 
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Using the estimate in (4.8) and the second part of Lemma 4.6 we then compute 
where after the first equality sign we treated the function N slightly informally 
as defined on the limit set JQ~. Combining (4.10) and (4.11), and using the fact 
that the function N is strictly positive, we derive (4.9), which then completes the 
proof of Theorem 1.1. 0 
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